
Sent: 

Subject: Week 80 learnings - Apollo 11 

Dear All 

SO years is a long time and you would think that things will move ahead in SO overs. In aviation, it doesn't 

seem to be so. 

SO years ago, two outstanding achievements happened in the air: 

a. The Apollo 11 landing on the moon and 

b. The first Concorde flight

The Concorde as a concept has not been beaten for sheer audacity and design in these SO years, there is nothing 

that has come close. Only 20 planes were made and the Concorde ran into two big problems: the oil crisis that 

pushed up running costs and the sonic boom which meant that the concorde could only fly over water and not land 

because of the sonic boom impact on the population. Only British Airways and Air France ran the Concorde. The 

price because of the 20 developed was steep, in today's terms, it would be about $12,000 between USA and UKL, 

which when compared to today's cheapest flight between$ 200 and $ 300 is way off , about 60 times off ! ! 

The Apollo 11 was the result of an audacious goal set by President Kennedy. I have been reading about both these 

achievements over the last ten days and here are my learnings: 

a. The USA and USSR got into a technology race in terms of space travel. USSRT beat the USA to it by 

outing a man in space and this hurt USA pride. The USSR beat USA in the initial days and there was a fear 

that USSR will get a lead with ICBMs. That's when President Eisenhower started NASA.

b. Apollo 1 was a disaster. All three astronauts died. The post mortem and investigation postponed the next 
set of Apollo launches.

c. Neil Armstrong, the first man on the moon was part of Gemini 8 and was a celebrated pilot who some 

feared was too good for his own good. Aldrin and Collins made up the three man team and Collins was 

widely regarded as the smartest of the lot in terms of understanding propulsion concepts. Collins stayed 

back in the mother ship when Armstrong and aldrin made it to the moon.

d. One of the reasons why Armstrong was chosen was his experience in handling the docking on gem in 8 

which nearkuy emnded in a mishap but for Armstrong's handling of the situation.

e. NASA asked Hughes Aircraft and IBM to help them plan this moon landing. They used an IBM 360 which 
could give out a million lines of instruction a minute. Today's smart phones have a 100 million times more 
speed and power vs the 360 that was used then

f. The Apollo 11 landing on July 20, 1969 was telecast live and had the whole world glued to it - in Britain, in 

Japan, in Australia.

g. CBS telecast the whole S days live, with Walter Cronkite commentating non - stop, there was a huge 

appetite for what the astronauts were eating, drinking, talking etc. The TV telecast was sponsored by 

Kellogg's and Tang ! ! 

h. When Apollo 11 landed on the moon, president Nixon had a call with the astronauts from the Oval office, 
the first call that preceded satellite calls. The Vice President announced that the USA will put a man on 
mars by 2000. That hasn't happened despite many advances in space travel.



i. Neil Armstrong carried memorabilia from the Wright brothers propeller and the skin of the wing 
and some memorabilia from the Apollo 1 disaster to leave on the moon. Armstrong’s expertise 
came into effect when he landed on the moon avoiding craters and rocks.

j. There were many people who doubted the Apollo landing but science has established that there 
was no technology available in 1969 to fake a landing but there was technology to land on the 
moon!!

Enjoy, wr, feedback welcome 
shiv 




